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Abstract
Standard evaluations of public policies involve discounting the flow of expected net

benefits at a risk free discount rate. Consequently, they systematically ignore the insur-
ance benefits of policies that hedge the aggregate risk, such as enlarging capacities of
intensive care and vaccine production, or implementing adaptation investments in the
face of climate change. To solve this problem, asset pricing theory recommends adjust-
ing the discount rate to the risk profile of the policy, but few countries have attempted
to implement this complex solution. In this paper, we develop an equivalent approach
based on the property that the value creation of a project under uncertainty equals the
expected value of its state-contingent NPV, using the relevant state-contingent discount
rate. In our "stress discounting" system, projects are evaluated under two polar risk-free
economic scenarios, one business-as-usual scenario, and one low-probability catastrophic
scenario, in the spirit of the now well-established banking regulation. Ramsey discounting
should be performed in each scenario to estimate the corresponding scenario-contingent
NPV, which is a simple task. The project creates a positive social value if and only if its
expected contingent NPV is positive. This approach automatically values the insurance
benefits of projects whose net benefits are negatively correlated with economic growth.
We extend this approach to value carbon mitigation projects, combining the two economic
scenarios with two polar climatic scenario. We hope that this simpler and more intuitive
method will induce more countries to better integrate the key value of risk when shaping
optimal public policies, in particular those with long-lasting consequences.
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